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Schedule a meeting

Mr. Thomas Kistler

https://www.up4distribution.ch/meeting-with-jan/ https://www.linkedin.com/in/up4d-jan-hubbuch/

up4distribution
at a glance

We greatly care about transparency and direct, genuine communication. This is why we define short working iterations in 

order for you to keep full control of your mission.

By working with us, you additionally profit from the convenient time shift between Europe and Vietnam: we work while you 

are still soundly sleeping.

We are looking forward to get in contact with you and to a fruitful collaboration!

You're invited!

Your personal success journey

Welcome to your VentureLab!

You need to develop or enhance your revenue situation? Let’s 

generate more “traction” trough Social Medias and our smart 

sales processes.

You need to raise capital for your venture? Do it together, do it 

efficiently! Our experienced team will lend you a hand to make 

your investor search a big success.

Ready to scale-up your venture? If you require competent 

help, hands-on assistance or a great toolset to achieve it - look 

no further!

SOCIAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AS A SERVICEINVESTOR SEARCH AS A SERVICE SCALE UP SERVICES

Our teams will collaborate closely to develop your startups, share valuable knowledge 
and experience and accelerate your venture mission.

Solutions Celebration

Achieve more efficiency

Gain speed and scale-up

Continuous improvements

Challenges

Analyze your challenges

Reduce complexity and focus on the core tasks

Make use of best practices

Development of MVPs

Verifcation of MVPs through stakeholders

Creation of repeatable and scalable strategies

The up4distribution team is highly experienced in providing remote startup acceleration programs: 

for more than a decade we have been supporting startups.

How we collaborate with venture teams

On-boarding

First we establish a productive 

collaboration environment:

Slack: project chat with the up4d team

Skype for verbal communication as an 

eMeeting center

BEMboard: Agile Kanban-board for 

managing tasks

Regular exchange is crucial for identifying 

improvement potential:

Processes optimisations from one iteration to 

the next 

Continuous improvements of requirements and 

leadership

Kick-off

Introduction to prepared tasks and 

details from your project leader

Final alignments of implementation 

strategy

Start of the iterative project 

execution

Weekly Meetings

A quick weekly meeting between the project leader 

and the venture team: 

Reviewing progress numbers and measurements

Exchange about team achievements

Alignments and strategy adjustments  

Continuous Improvements

Suitable for startupsLet's talk More from up4d

Skype

Teams

GoogleMeet

Investor search as a service

Business Development as a service

Scale Up Services

Let’s start by arranging a free 30-minute remote 

demo.

Our services are tailor-made to fit your specific 

needs and budgets.

We continuously improve and adapt our strategy 

to guarantee success

Let's get started

up4distribution is a Startup Accelerator

… and our B2B and B2B2C startup portfolio from the such industries:

with more than 5 years success in working with

Artificial Intelligence

Automotive 

Agrifood

BioTech 

E-Commerce 

FinTech 

GreenTech 

ICT

Robotic 

Saas 

Paas 

Transport

IoT 

MedTech

NanoTech

Real Estate 

70+
Startup projects

22+
Countries

22,500+
Addressable investors
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